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Chapter 1181 

Xiang Yongzhan spread his hands helplessly, things were indeed very helpless, but to make Ji Feng so 

annoyed, that still somewhat surprised Xiang Yongzhan, what exactly did those bastards who attacked 

and killed Ji Feng, to be able to make Ji Feng so angry, you know, before Xiang Yongzhan had never seen 

Ji Feng so annoyed! 

However, after listening to the details of what had happened between Ji Feng and Zhang Lei, he finally 

understood Ji Feng’s feelings completely. 

Watching the opponent who attacked and killed him leave in a big way, but he could do nothing about 

it, and was even pinned down by the opponent’s sniper, unable to lift his head up, and unable to even 

chase after him, that feeling was indeed very stifling. 

The other side’s snipers could not even lift their heads up, and they could not even chase them down. 

However, Xiang Yongzhan knew very well that if he pursued the enemy in that environment, it would 

not be a matter of getting injured, but he would probably be shot in the head by the sniper of the other 

side! 

But soon, Xiang Yongzhan began to wonder, “Ji Feng, who exactly have you offended, why are there so 

many people trying to target you?” 

Looking at the corpses on the ground one by one, there was no doubt that the battle before must have 

been incredibly fierce. 

It was obvious that these people were all planning to deal a deadly blow to Ji Feng. 

What kind of person was it that had such a great hatred for Ji Feng, it was almost as if there was some 

deep hatred that was not shared! 

“If I knew exactly who had offended me, I wouldn’t need your help to investigate.” Ji Feng grunted, “No 

more nonsense, Old Xiang, you should hurry up with the matter I asked you to do, that’s all.” 

“In a depressed mood?” Xiang Yongzhan chuckled, “Why don’t we find a place to have a couple of 

drinks?” 

“Hehe …… can ah, but just drinking is no fun, do you want to eat something?” Ji Feng asked with a smirk. 

This expression on Ji Feng’s face made Xiang Yongzhan sense that something was wrong, and he 

couldn’t help but ask, “Eat what?” 

“Guns! Eat it or not?!” Ji Feng asked. 

“……” 

Xiang Yongzhan’s face darkened. 

“Now I don’t have anything else to treat you other than the gunzi, want it?” Ji Feng asked indifferently. 



“Then what, there are still things in the barracks, I’ll leave first.” Xiang Yongzhan turned around with a 

black face and walked away. 

“Something that doesn’t grow eyes is just looking for a scolding by itself!” Pressing Xiang Yongzhan’s 

back, he couldn’t help but hum, this guy is just not open-minded, knowing that he just encountered such 

a thing, he actually asked himself if he was in a depressed mood, damn it, he’s just the type of person 

who has nothing to do with looking for trouble! 

Zhang Lei was also stunned as he watched from the side, hesitating for a moment before he said, “Crazy, 

I don’t think Old Xiang meant it that way either.” 

“Yes, he doesn’t mean that, I know, he just lacks heart!” Ji Feng said. 

“I’m not lacking!” 

Xiang Yongzhan, who had already walked a few meters away, snapped back and roared, “Brat, who are 

you talking about!” 

Seeing Ji Feng’s bland face, Xiang Yongzhan could only surrender helplessly, he gave a thumbs up and 

said helplessly, “You brat is a bull, forget it, who let me recognize such a friend as you, good luck with 

your room!” 

The corners of Ji Feng’s mouth twitched a few times, and finally couldn’t help but shake his head with a 

smile, “You guy ……” 

“All right, I will hurry up with your matter, just wait for my news.” Xiang Yongzhan also smiled and 

waved his hand, after that, he turned around and left. 

“Report! There’s still a live one here!” A soldier quickly ran over and said loudly. 

“Take it away for resuscitation!” 

Xiang Yongzhan waved his hand, “Move everyone onto the car and go to the city bureau!” 

Watching Xiang Yongzhan go about his business, Ji Feng then took out his mobile phone and dialed the 

number of Zheng Yuanshan, the deputy director of Jiangzhou City Bureau. 

“Little Feng, those few people have been transferred to the City Bureau by me and are currently being 

interrogated!” As soon as the call was connected, Zheng Yuanshan’s voice came through, “Two of them 

seem to be very unusual, the others have already spoken now, but those two have not been talking 

much, we will communicate when the matter has a final result.” 

“Uncle Zheng, we’ll talk about the interrogation later, right now I’m having some trouble on my side.” Ji 

Feng said. 

“What’s going on?” Zheng Yuansan immediately asked. 

“There are still people attacking and killing me, only this time it’s more serious, quite a few people have 

died ……” Ji Feng had not finished his words when Zheng Yuanshan at the other end of the phone could 

not help but be shocked, “People have died? What’s going on?!” 

Once someone has lost their life, then obviously the nature of things is different. 



If it was just a small matter of ordinary fighting and brawling, then there would be no big problem, even 

if the responsibility was on Ji Feng’s side, it would not be a big problem, at most it would be 

compensation or an apology, there would not be too serious consequences at all. 

However, now it was dead people, and, Zheng Yuanshan noticed what Ji Feng said in his words, he was 

saying that quite a few people had died! 

“Little Feng, where are you now, are you in danger?” Zheng Yuansan immediately asked. 

“Uncle Zheng don’t worry, I’m fine!” Ji Feng said, “It’s not convenient to say over the phone, later Xiang 

Yongzhan from the Jiangzhou Military Region will go to you, he will give you a detailed communication 

then.” 

“So Xiang Yongzhan has intervened.” As soon as he heard Ji Feng mention Xiang Yongzhan, Zheng 

Yuanshan understood that this matter should not be small perhaps it was again a joint effort between Ji 

Feng and Xiang Yongzhan to do this matter, since this was the case, then Zheng Yuanshan naturally did 

not ask more questions. 

“Then I’ll wait for Captain Xiang at the City Bureau!” Zheng Yuansan said. 

“I’m really troubling Uncle Zheng, it’s a little too much to ask for you to work hard every time there’s 

trouble.” Ji Feng said, “Some day when Uncle Zheng is free, I’ll go visit Uncle Zheng and Auntie.” 

“Oh, that’s good.” Zheng Yuansan said with a smile. Ji Feng was going to pay a visit, and Zheng Yuansan 

naturally welcomed him very much. 

“Then it’s a deal.” Ji Feng said. 

After closing the line, Ji Feng’s face sank, he took a deep breath and said, “Lei Zi, let’s go back first, they 

must be waiting anxiously. If we go back any later, maybe they’ll notice something.” 

“Back!” Zhang Lei also nodded his head and said. 

The duo reappeared in front of Ji Feng’s Audi, but were soon dumbfounded. 

The Audi was likewise hit with bullet holes all over, as if it was a hornet’s nest, even a blind man could 

tell. 

“How can this go back?” Zhang Lei couldn’t help but smile bitterly, “There’s no need to say anything at 

all when we go back now, they’ll definitely be able to see what’s going on.” 

“Send it to the car for repair first, then take a taxi back!” Ji Feng shook his head helplessly. 

“That’s the only way to go.” 

Neither of them spoke as they drove away. What happened today was really too irritating, especially 

when they finally watched the other party leave but could do nothing about it, which made the hot-

tempered Zhang Lei’s heart extremely irritated! 

After holding back for a long time, Zhang Lei could not help but ask the doubt in his heart: “Crazy, 

according to your guess, who could have done this? Who exactly have you offended?” 



“There are a lot of people I have offended!” Ji Feng shook his head and said, “There is no way to guess 

right now, these people are all still considered strong, definitely not ordinary people, but the more this 

is the case, the more impossible it is to guess, because but any power with energy definitely has this 

ability to send these people.” 

“Not a clue?” Zhang Lei frowned and asked, “Didn’t I hear before that there was some kind of dynasty 

……” 

“I originally suspected a dynasty too, but now I’m not sure, and this whole thing, none of the suspicions 

point to a dynasty, there’s no way to guess!” Ji Feng shook his head and said. 

In fact, at first he had really guessed that this matter was related to the dynasty, but, during this whole 

process, Ji Feng had not found any signs related to the dynasty at all. There were no reformers, no 

armed forces that were unique to the dynasty. Apart from some fighters and some snipers who were 

extremely good shots, there was nothing else to suspect. 

So now Ji Feng couldn’t be sure whether this matter was related to the dynasty or not. 

“However, one thing is for sure, these three groups of people who attacked us today definitely don’t 

belong to the same force.” Ji Feng said, “They, most likely, belong to three different forces!” 

“Humph!” 

Zhang Lei said in an unpleasant tone, “No matter who did it, we have to investigate it to the end. Crazy, I 

can’t be of much help in the investigation, but once we find out who it is and the battle is about to take 

place, make sure you call me!” 

“Don’t worry, as long as we find out who’s behind it, I will definitely call you!” Ji Feng nodded, and then, 

he seemed to think of something and suddenly said, “Lei Zi, do you have any plans to go the other way?” 

“Other path?” Zhang Lei was slightly stunned, “What do you mean?” 

“Nothing, I just asked that casually.” Ji Feng smiled and said, “We’re entering the city.” 

“You kid is strange, what can’t you tell me yet?” Zhang Lei asked. 

“Nothing really, I’ll tell you when I think about it.” Ji Feng laughed. 

Seeing that Ji Feng refused to say anything, Zhang Lei could only shake his head and stop asking. 

But in reality, Zhang Lei didn’t know that Ji Feng actually wanted to ask him if he had any plans to 

personally build a force, or rather, to build a battle group, to form a side of the force that would be used 

specifically to fight those enemies. 

Build his own armed force, build a strong battle team of his own! 

Since the last time he went to the Tan family to kick in the door, the result was that because the Tan 

family was so crowded, in the end, although the Tan family bowed their heads and gave in, however, 

they kept the last few innate experts, or a potential threat, a force that was not weak. 

Had it not been for that, Ji Feng would have definitely nullified the entire Tan Family’s innate experts! 



It was also from that time that Ji Feng finally realised that although coming and going alone was easy 

and very secretive and free, moving quickly and defensively, these were all obvious advantages. 

However, coming and going alone also had very obvious weaknesses in many cases. 

Once you encounter a large number of opponents, even if you are alone, you will have great constraints 

and it is often inconvenient. 

Today’s attack is a perfect example of this! 

Chapter 1182 

One man operations come in handy when carrying out some strikes mainly against a single target. At 

that time, the strength of a single man’s ability to fight directly determines the final outcome. 

However, once the two sides have set up their positions, the conditions at hand simply make it 

impossible to carry out a one-man raid, so one man against a large number of the opponent’s men is no 

different from sending them to their death. The end result was clearly self-evident. 

Ji Feng thought again of the last time he went to the Tan family to kick in the door. If he and Zhang Lei 

had been able to bring a group of strong men over, or rather, a war party to the Tan family, then Ji Feng 

could be sure that the old family head of the Tan family, as well as the current family head of the Tan 

family, Tan Guangfeng and the others, would never have dared to be so reckless as to directly order the 

Tan family’s children to lay siege to Ji Feng and Zhang Lei. 

However, the reality was that Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were outmatched, especially in the end, once the 

Tan family’s old family head struck, both Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were caught in a bitter battle. If not for 

the fact that in the end, Ji Feng gritted his teeth and that idiot Tan Tianfeng made a fool of himself in the 

middle and used dust to count on Ji Feng, which instead resulted in the Tan family’s old family head 

being injured, I believe it would have been really difficult for Ji Feng and Zhang Lei to defeat the Tan 

family. Not to say it was impossible, but it would at least take a good deal of effort to do so. 

If the Tan family’s people had more guts, or rather, if they had been more ruthless and had dealt a death 

blow to Ji Feng and Zhang Lei from the very beginning, then the end result would definitely not have 

been the Tan family going soft and making amends. 

If Ji Feng and Zhang Lei wanted to defeat the Tan family, even if the two of them were more powerful, 

their chances of winning would be slim. 

It was also because of the pressure and stimulation brought to the two of them by what they had 

encountered in the Tan family last time that Ji Feng had intended to continue his training as soon as he 

returned; he wanted to become a true super agent, to reach the unbelievably strong realm of those two 

people in that light screen that the intelligent brain had once shown Ji Feng. 

However, the intelligent brain told him that it was not the right time yet, and that if he wanted to 

continue training he had to build a good foundation first, and he had to continue practicing body-

building exercises. 



Therefore, Ji Feng could only dismiss the idea of taking the next step in his training right away, and 

began to practice bodybuilding gymnastics honestly, and from time to time, he would break through 

those training levels that he had broken through before, all over again. 

However, in fact, in Ji Feng’s heart, the idea of forming his own battle team was becoming stronger and 

stronger. The idea of creating a strong team of his own would definitely come in handy in case of 

emergencies, and there would definitely be contact with the dynasty in the future, so at that time, it 

would be much more convenient to deal with it, and at the same time, it would be more certain. 

At least, after having his own battle team, it will definitely not be like now, once there is any emergency, 

calling the police won’t work, that is to let them come to die, so Ji Feng will have to look for Xiang 

Yongzhan. 

But this drawback is also very obvious, Xiang Yongzhan in Jiangzhou is okay, but if he is not in Jiangzhou 

when, who should Ji Feng look for? 

What if Ji Feng was not in trouble in Jiangzhou, but in another city? 

Who should he look for again? 

If he couldn’t find reinforcements, then he would have to wait for his death. 

Apart from forming his own war team, the only way he could do so was to practice to the level of an 

immortal. 

But obviously, if you want to practice to that level, not to mention whether it is possible, even if it is 

really possible, it is not sure how many years later. 

By that time, I am afraid that Ji Feng would have been killed countless times by others. 

The attack that he suffered today was a great stimulus to Ji Feng, and the idea in his heart became even 

more determined. 

He had no choice but to form his own team! 

Ji Feng wanted to create the most powerful war team, a war team that would sweep away any 

opponent who interfered with provocation, no matter how powerful the opponent was, he could simply 

ignore it, without any disadvantage! 

And such a battle team that was strong to the extreme in terms of both individual combat ability and 

overall ability would need an absolutely reliable leader. 

Ji Feng filtered all the suitable candidates around him in his mind, and he finally felt that the most 

suitable person, apart from Zhang Lei, would definitely not be the second choice. 

“This guy, Zhang Lei, seems to have a fiery temper, but he actually has a very fine heart, and he is a very 

smart and wise person, plus his guts that are not afraid of the sky and the earth, he can definitely lead 

the battle team that will be formed well! And more importantly, with this guy’s character and his 

relationship with himself, he is definitely the most dependable person, his loyalty, there is no need to 

doubt! It’s just that ……” 



Thinking about this, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and secretly sighed, “This guy’s identity, 

however, determines how difficult it will be if he goes to serve as the leader of the battle group!” 

What was Zhang Lei’s status? 

Not only was this guy a direct descendant of the Tong family, but he was also Tong Kai De’s highly valued 

son, and he was also Lei Lei’s elder brother. 

Such a person, it was impossible for the Tong family not to pay attention to him. 

It was only because Zhang Lei was still in school that the Tong family did not show too much attention to 

him right now, but in reality, the Tong family was definitely paying a lot of attention to Zhang Lei, 

perhaps it was just that neither of them had noticed. 

So it is clear that Zhang Lei is definitely going to go on to a career in the future. 

Once he was to take the career path, then this avenue would lead directly to the sky, and his future 

prospects would be absolutely unlimited! 

Under such circumstances, even if Zhang Lei was really willing to be the leader of the battle team, how 

could the people of the Tong family agree? 

I believe that if Zhang Lei really went, it would be strange if Tong Kade would not be in a hurry with 

himself. 

“What’s more ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head slightly, “Even if this guy agrees, I can’t do 

this! Tong Lei is just such a brother, and she definitely won’t be able to bear to watch Zhang Lei go and 

fight and kill with others on a regular basis!” 

Thinking of this, Ji Feng’s thoughts that were already somewhat hesitant could not help but waver again. 

Therefore, just now, even though Zhang Lei had repeatedly asked him, he didn’t say anything. 

In fact, he was afraid that once he said it, this kid Zhang Lei would come to be interested, and then he 

would have no way to give an explanation to Tong Kai De, nor to Tong Lei! 

The most suitable person to be the leader of the team would need to be a good deal of thought. 

The leader of a team is the soul of the team, so the best person must be chosen, and no one should be 

found indiscriminately. 

It’s better to have the best than the worst! 

“Can Yi Xingchen take on this heavy responsibility?” Ji Feng secretly deliberated, but for a while, he 

couldn’t be sure, and even more so, he couldn’t sort out a clear idea, so he could only put it aside for the 

time being. 

“The most important thing is to fix the car and think about what to say at home!” Ji Feng secretly said. 

At this moment, Ji Feng and the two of them had already driven into the city. 

The Audi that they drove immediately attracted the eyes of the majority of pedestrians. 



The Audi car was hit by a bullet like a sieve, but it is a rare spectacle, usually even if there is a car 

accident or a tailgate, there will be a lot of people around, not to mention this looks like a bullet hole, 

those pedestrians naturally can not help the intense curiosity almost burning in their hearts. 

  

For example, …… 

“Boy, such dense little holes, couldn’t be from a bullet, could it? It’s shown in movies all the time!” 

“I guess it’s bullet holes, tsk, I’ve only seen them in movies before, I never thought I’d actually be able to 

see them with my own eyes now!” 

“Hey, who do you think is sitting in this car, a secret agent? Or are they bandits?” 

“I guess it’s a mysterious agent, like some kind of CA or CAI or something ……” 

“Come on, that’s from Rice, I guess the person sitting in here should be our most powerful and most 

whatever Dragon Group expert in China ……” 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei naturally did not know how others were talking, they used the fastest speed to 

arrive at the Audi 4S shop, ready to put the car here for repair. 

However, as soon as the 4S shop’s maintenance staff saw how the car looked, they were dumbfounded. 

It was too miserable! 

There were many bullet holes in the car, how could this be repaired? 

In the end, the 4S shop could only say helplessly that with their technology, it would be very difficult to 

repair this car, and that with their shop’s sheet metal technology, it could not be repaired at all, and 

could only be returned to the factory for an overhaul. 

“No matter what, as long as it can be repaired!” Zhang Lei said, he didn’t count so much. 

“Wait a minute!” Ji Feng interrupted him, “With the current situation, can you help estimate how much 

it will cost if it is repaired?” 

The officer in charge of the reception said apologetically, “Sorry, we don’t know that either, we need to 

return to the factory and we will only know after someone from the factory will make a quotation. But 

don’t worry, you two will be consulted before the repair is done!” 

“That’s good!” Ji Feng nodded his head. 

They then billed the car and left it at the 4S shop for them to help return it to the factory. 

The duo did not ask for the temporary substitute car provided by the 4S shop, if Xiao Yuxuan and the 

girls saw that the car had been changed, then they would definitely realise that something had 

happened. 

Therefore, the duo took a taxi directly back. 

On the way back, Zhang Lei couldn’t help but laugh, “Crazy, you kid is at least a billionaire now, right?” 



“What’s wrong?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Then you’re still so stingy?” Zhang Lei laughed heatedly, “You don’t look like a big money man like 

this!” 

“I wasn’t even a big money man in the first place either, right!” Ji Feng said amusedly, “All right, hurry up 

and go!” 

The two of them got into a taxi and gradually went away. 

Chapter 1183 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei had not yet returned home, and halfway there, they received a call from White 

Spider. 

“Young Ji, where are you? Yu Xuan asked me to pick you up and take you back!” Bai Spider said. 

What did the white spider say just now? 

Yu Xuan? 

Ji Feng could not help but be slightly stunned as he listened, in the past, when Bai Spider addressed Xiao 

Yuxuan, it was Miss Xiao, but now it was directly called Yuxuan, it seemed that the distance between the 

two women had been brought quite close ah. 

This is a good phenomenon! 

Ji Feng laughed: “There’s no need to look for us, we’ll be back home soon.” 

“Young Ji, are you …… guys okay?” White Spider suddenly asked, only, her voice was a bit hesitant. 

“It’s fine, why would you ask that?” Ji Feng laughed. 

Although Ji Feng said it easily, but in reality, his heart was slightly abrupt, Bai Spider’s tone was a bit 

wrong, ah, could it be that she sensed something, or saw something? 

“Young Ji, just now, just now Captain Xiang called me, he chided me for not staying with you and 

protecting you!” White Spider said, “Young Ji, you must have been in danger, right? I’m really sorry, I 

should have stuck with you ……” 

“Wait a minute!” Ji Feng interrupted her and hurriedly asked, “White Spider, let’s not talk about 

anything else, I’ll ask you, you didn’t tell Yu Xuan and the girls about this matter, right?” 

“…… No, I just told them that I was worried that something would go wrong with you guys, so Yu Xuan 

let me come out to pick you up!” White Spider said. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head slightly, things were a little troublesome again. 

How ice-cold and smart Xiao Yuxuan was, that didn’t even need too much explanation. With a simple 

mention like Bai Spider’s, Xiao Yuxuan must have understood that Bai Spider must have gotten some 

information, otherwise, she wouldn’t have guessed indiscriminately. 



It looked like it would take some good explaining to her when she got back, and right now, it was time to 

think of a better excuse. 

“How about this White Spider, you go straight back now and tell Yu Xuan that we’re almost home, and 

we’ll talk about the rest of it alone sometime, okay?” Ji Feng said. 

“…… That’s fine.” The white spider nodded, and then asked with some unease, “But young Ji, are you 

really alright?” 

“Of course I’m fine, otherwise, Xiang Yongzhan wouldn’t have called you, don’t you think so!” Ji Feng 

laughed. 

Bai Spider was then slightly relieved as she nodded and said, “Alright then, I’ll go back now!” 

After closing the line, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smile bitterly, how should he explain 

when he went back? 

Xiao Yuxuan was so smart, in fact, no matter how to explain she would not believe it, it would be better 

to just tell the truth, or …… not say anything! 

“Mm! Just don’t say anything!” Ji Feng nodded his head while talking to himself. 

“Tsk ……” Zhang Lei couldn’t help but skim his mouth. 

“What’s wrong?” Ji Feng squinted at him, “What’s that look on your face, what’s wrong with it?” 

“To say that your kid’s tactics with women, that really makes buddies not to admire, around more and 

more women, and all of them are big beauties, but the backyard has not yet started a fire …… “Zhang Lei 

spoke with admiration in his mouth, but looking at his face, the But there is not the slightest look of 

admiration. 

Ji Feng, however, understood Zhang Lei’s meaning, he couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh: “It 

can’t be helped, Yu Xuan and Lei Lei are both girls, so I can’t get two big men to follow them twenty-four 

hours a day and protect them, right?” 

“What about the white spider?” Zhang Lei immediately asked, “Xiao Yuxuan and Leilei’s safety is already 

taken care of by Han Zhen and Xiao Ying, how come there’s another White Spider? From the tone of 

your conversation, I’m afraid that the day of intimacy is just around the corner, right? It’s only a matter 

of time!” 

“Oh ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh, “White Spider definitely has her strengths 

too, you’ll definitely know them later.” 

“Okay, anyway, just pay attention to yourself, don’t look at Lei Lei usually doesn’t talk much, this girl is 

cold in nature, but she is really good to you, you don’t want to hurt her!” 

Ji Feng smiled, he knew that Zhang Lei meant this. 

However, when this matter was mentioned Ji Feng couldn’t help but have a bit of a headache, he shook 

his head and didn’t continue this topic. 

About an hour later, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei returned home. 



At this time, the white spider had already returned, but Xiao Yuxuan and Xiao Ying were waiting with 

baited breath, and when they saw the two of them return, they couldn’t help but show a trace of joy on 

their faces. 

“Ji Feng, are you guys alright?” As soon as Ji Feng sat down, Xiao Yuxuan hurriedly came over and 

poured water for them before asking with concern. 

“What can be wrong, just some minor problems on the way, they have all been solved!” Ji Feng laughed, 

“Don’t worry about it, I’ve encountered quite a few of these problems, you guys are still not used to it, 

huh?” 

“It’s because you’ve encountered so many problems that I’m not used to it!” Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help 

but give him a white look and sighed lightly, “Alas, it’s better to be an ordinary person, like you are now, 

you often encounter those people with bad intentions, it’s really troublesome and even dangerous ……” 

“Hehe ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh, “Like people drinking water, it’s just cold and warm.” 

The same goes for being an uncommon person, who also has their own happiness and troubles, which is 

not the reason why anyone can envy anyone. 

If you are an ordinary person, you may be able to grow old in peace, but when you are bullied, you may 

not have the ability to fight back. And being a man of the hour, I am afraid it will be difficult to get a 

good end in the end. All these differences are actually very much the same. 

In a word, there are gains and losses! 

The white spider next to him, however, gave Ji Feng a deep look, but then looking at Xiao Yuxuan’s 

obviously relieved look, the white spider did not say anything else. 

In fact, the white spider knew very well in his heart that what Ji Feng had encountered today would 

definitely not be like any minor problem as he had said. 

The fact that Xiang Yongzhan had personally called her to ask her how she had failed to protect Ji Feng’s 

safety meant that it was obvious that Ji Feng’s safety had gone wrong and he was in danger. 

And even with Ji Feng’s skills, he could be in danger, so one can imagine how serious what happened to 

him today was! 

The reason why Ji Feng didn’t say anything specific, but just vaguely and then passed it off, was 

obviously because he didn’t want the white spider to worry about it. Looking at Xiao Yuxuan happily 

chatting with Ji Feng, and not knowing how, a jealousy suddenly flashed through Bai Spider’s heart, 

along with a hint of envy. 

“Such a life, when can I have it myself?” 

After a few people chatted for a while, Xiao Yuxuan said, “Hurry up and eat, then go take a shower.” 

Saying that, she slapped Ji Feng, “Look how dirty you are, and you still say that what you encountered 

was a minor problem ……” 

Sweat! 



Ji Feng instantly smiled sarcastically, having forgotten this after half a day. 

The previous half-day battle with those people, the body rolled around in the grass, has long been dirty 

beyond recognition, how could Xiao Yuxuan not see any problems? 

She didn’t say anything because she didn’t want herself to be bothered along with it. 

“Hurry up and eat.” Ji Feng laughed. 

Xiao Yuxuan then couldn’t help but give him a blank look before saying, “Alright, eat!” 

…… 

After dinner, Ji Feng accompanied Xiao Yuxuan to watch TV for a while and waited for Xiao Yuxuan to go 

to her bedroom to rest while he went to his study. 

Ji Feng sat on a chair, holding a pen in his hand, with several pieces of paper in front of him, that, had 

been filled with things that he had written, with names on it, and also some circled symbols and things 

like that, while Ji Feng’s brow, was tightly furrowed, with a thoughtful look on his face. 

“Chang Chongwei, Zheng Haoyu, and that third set of strong enemies …… What exactly are all these 

people from?!” Ji Feng wrote down the names of Chang Chongwei and Zheng Haoyu in front of him 

again, and could not help but frown and ponder. 

In fact, those three sets of enemies involved in the attack today, to say that there is really some head, 

that really is not a head. 

Even the one who had dealt with Ji Feng before, Zheng Haoyu, but Ji Feng did not know, this guy became 

the dog of whom, just at the moment he was about to say who had sent him, he was shot in the head by 

the killer in the tree. 

This was a clear case of killing to silence him! 

However, Ji Feng was defenceless and eventually all the clues were broken. 

Now there was only one thing, Ji Feng could be sure that these three sets of enemies, definitely did not 

belong to the same force, otherwise, the force was really too mixed. 

“Nowadays, the only thing we can hope for is those few people who are alive.” Ji Feng couldn’t help but 

shake his head slightly, and didn’t know what useful information Zheng Yuanshan could interrogate, and 

what information Xiang Yongzhan’s side, could investigate. 

Other than that, Ji Feng really didn’t have a clue. 

Exactly who was attacking him and for what reason, Ji Feng knew nothing, and he hadn’t even seen all of 

the last set of enemies, and there were quite a few people sitting in the car who hadn’t come down at 

all. Ji Feng believed that the person in charge of the other side must have been in the car at that time, 

watching him. 

“No matter who you are, no matter what your purpose is, you will have to pay a heavy price for what 

happened today!” Ji Feng pounded his fist on the table, and a cold light flashed in his eyes. 



He had never encountered this kind of suffocation of being beaten by someone who couldn’t even fight 

back, the hatred and irritation in Ji Feng’s heart had long risen to the extreme, this fire he was holding in 

his heart, he definitely had to find a vent not to, and once he identified his opponent, he would 

definitely inflict a thunderous revenge! 

“Ding ……” 

Suddenly, Ji Feng’s mobile phone on the table suddenly rang, he swept a glance and found that it was 

Zheng Yuanshan calling. 

Ji Feng immediately picked up the phone, “Hey, Uncle Zheng, is there a result?” 

“…… Little Feng, there are indeed preliminary results, but …… we can’t be too sure yet anyway, so don’t 

rush yet! I’m still interrogating on my side, we must get things clear.” Zheng Yuanshan’s voice came 

over. 

Ji Feng immediately frowned, listening to the meaning of this, it seems that something is not right ah. 

He immediately realised what was going on and immediately asked, “Uncle Zheng, is there someone 

who has put pressure on you?” 
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He immediately realised what was going on and immediately asked, “Uncle Zheng, is there someone 

who has put pressure on you?” 

The hesitation in Zheng Yuanshan’s words was clearly heard by Ji Feng. 

“There are only preliminary results, but ……” 

“We can’t be too sure yet, you should take it easy ……” 

The first time was about a Yuantai Hotel on the pedestrian street that was a lewd `nest’, because the 

owner of this hotel was involved with a certain leader of the city, so Zheng Yuanshan’s voice was a bit 

hesitant, and he finally asked Ji Feng to consult with him first. The first thing you can do is to ask your 

second uncle, Ji Zhengguo, to talk about it later. 

And now, Zheng Yuanshan is stammering like this again, and this time it seems even more unpleasant 

than last time. 

Last time, although the Yuantai Hotel had a background, Zheng Yuanshan could not take direct action, 

but he told Ji Feng in no uncertain terms. However, this time he spoke in a vague and unclear manner. 

It was obvious then that this time things must be even more difficult for him than last time. 

So, Ji Feng immediately thought that there was someone who had put pressure on Zheng Yuanshan, so 

that he had to be cautious, or even throw in the towel! 

“Uncle Zheng, you tell me the truth, I’ll solve any problems, and I definitely won’t make it difficult for 

you in the middle, is that alright?” Seeing that Zheng Yuanshan did not answer, Ji Feng’s brow furrowed 

as he said in a deep voice. 



In fact, he was not blaming Zheng Yuanshan, if someone gives you a favor, then naturally he can help if 

he can, and if he can’t you can’t blame anyone else. 

Ji Feng wasn’t that overbearing! 

And the reason why Ji Feng frowned was actually because he realized that to make Zheng Yuanshan so 

difficult, that matter was obviously not ordinary, or rather, some of the people involved in this matter 

were very unusual! 

“Little Feng, that’s an outlandish thing to say!” Hearing Ji Feng’s voice lowered, Zheng Yuanshan then 

said, “In fact, it’s not a big deal, no matter what happened, there’s always a right and wrong, right? Your 

Uncle Zheng has nothing to be embarrassed about.” 

“Then ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but ask, “What does Uncle Zheng mean?” 

“Let’s do this, I will first review out some of the current situation, briefly tell you …… in fact, this is all out 

of line, also you kid opened up, but also can not say too much detail …… and there is a point you also 

have to give me a guarantee, absolutely can not because from me got some one-sided information, out 

of context, rushed to seek revenge, or revenge, must wait for the whole case review clear, I can give you 

the final briefing, so can it?” Zheng Yuansan asked. 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, “Thanks a lot Uncle Zheng, please rest assured, I don’t have any other 

strengths, but I still have patience.” 

“Mm! That’s good, in fact, your Secretary Zhen Guo means the same thing.” Zheng Yuanshan laughed, 

“Actually, ah, you don’t need to be in too much of a hurry, this case itself isn’t anything too serious ……” 

“Wait!” 

Ji Feng suddenly interrupted him and asked with a frown, “Uncle Zheng, you just said that my second 

uncle also knows about this matter?” 

“That’s right, originally if it was just a few punks, it would have been nothing, but after Captain Xiang 

from the Jiangzhou Military Region came and informed me of some of the situation, I couldn’t help but 

report it to Secretary Zhen Guo ……,” Zheng Yuanshan said. 

Ji Feng then nodded his head, it seems that the second uncle must have intervened in this matter, Zheng 

Yuanshan said these words, this is the meaning. So Ji Feng can say for sure that part of the pressure 

Zheng Yuanshan was under must have come from the second uncle’s side, perhaps because the second 

uncle gave him an order not to tell himself about the progress of the case. 

There is another aspect, that is obvious, is that the background of the people involved in this case is 

certainly not simple. 

Think about it, what kind of person could get Uncle Er to intervene? 

It can’t be a street thug or some arrogant, untouchable thug! 

At the very least, that would be someone who Uncle Er felt he couldn’t handle, or someone with a big 

background that he would interfere with, and who didn’t want him to interfere as much as possible. 



“Uncle Zheng, just tell me briefly first, where my second uncle is, I will go and talk!” Ji Feng said. 

“Alright then! In that case, I’ll tell you briefly ……” Zheng Yuanshan weighed his words and said, “The 

ones who handled the case from my side were the six people who took over at the security post at the 

Playground Police Station this afternoon, as for the others, they were all sent over to Captain. The things 

that happened he also all talked to me in detail, related to some procedures, either already done, or is in 

the process of ……” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and listened quietly. 

“The ones who have been interrogated are just the six people that our police took over this afternoon. 

After a surprise interrogation, we found that those six people belong to two different forces, four of 

them, all of them from the road, are under a guy named Ah Peng, this Ah Peng, is a leader in the area 

near the amusement park, very powerful in the area… … “Zheng Yuanshan briefly introduced this Ah 

Peng’s situation. 

Ji Feng was instantly relieved, when he and Zhang Lei first caught those guys near the amusement park, 

they asked them who sent them, one guy said they were Peng’s men, now it seemed that the so-called 

Peng was the same Peng Zheng Yuanshan was talking about. 

“Ah Peng ……” Ji Feng repeatedly recited two sentences, then he sneered, Zhang Lei was really right, no 

matter what kind of cats and dogs have dared to come out and jump around, and they are still so 

arrogant, they simply don’t know how to live or die! 

“This Peng is not enough to be feared, now I have brought the people to the city bureau, but they have 

not done anything evil yet, plus the whole case has not been fully investigated, so for the time being, we 

will detain the people first, and then qualify them together after the case has been tried.” Zheng 

Yuanshan explained. 

“Well, it’s also true!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, admittedly, although those guys wanted to make a move against himself and 

Zhang Lei, they really didn’t do anything, they just stopped the car and wanted to ‘invite’ themselves to 

see their boss, that was all. 

On the contrary, the two guys with guns were a bit more serious in nature. 

So from this aspect, that Peng is really not that serious a situation. Ji Feng sneered and said: “Uncle 

Zheng, this Peng is able to run amok in that area of the amusement park, there will always be some kind 

of illegal and disorderly behavior, right? For example, bullying, collecting protection money ah, etc., 

there will always be criminal acts, do you police want to get rid of the people this time?!” 

“Oh ……” Zheng Yuanshan laughed, “Xiao Feng, take it easy first, I will take care of things, just don’t 

worry.” 

Ever since he found out from Xiang Yongzhan about what happened to Ji Feng in the afternoon, Zheng 

Yuanshan immediately gave a report to Ji Zhenguo, the secretary of the municipal party committee, 

because he knew that the matter was serious. 



Of course, he also understood that after encountering such a thing, and finally watching the enemy who 

attacked and killed him leave, this kind of nesting feeling was understandable without having to say 

much, so Zheng Yuanshan knew very well that Ji Feng must be in a terrible mood right now. 

Sure enough, now that he heard what Ji Feng said, Zheng Yuanshan understood that Ji Feng was really 

furious, and as long as anyone was involved in this matter, he wasn’t going to let go! 

“So, what’s the origin of the remaining two guys?!” Ji Feng smiled and asked again. 

“Those two people ……” Once the two gunmen were mentioned, Zheng Yuanshan’s voice was a little 

hesitant, “Little Feng, those two people seem to have an unusual identity, they are still being 

interrogated at the moment, but the two of them haven’t spoken yet, you should take it easy for now 

……” 

“The identity is not ordinary? How unusual?” Ji Feng frowned and asked. 

When Zheng Yuanshan said something about ‘seems’, Ji Feng understood that this was almost a definite 

tone, Zheng Yuanshan must have found out something, just not convenient to say. 

“It’s likely that they are from the special department!” Zheng Yuansan said vaguely. 

“…… I understand.” Ji Feng nodded, “What about the other people? I mean, the ones that were sent to 

Yongzheng, what are their identities?” 

“Those people are also all still under trial, there are still a few in the hospital for resuscitation, nothing 

has come out so far!” Zheng Yuansan said. 

When Ji Feng smiled, he could only shake his head helplessly, after talking for such a long time, apart 

from knowing that there was a Peng, there was no other news, it was the same as saying nothing! 

At this moment, Ji Feng’s thought of forming his own war team became even stronger, if it was his own 

people interrogating, there would definitely not be so much inconvenience, by then, no matter what 

they were, they would have been interrogated long ago to find out their identities, even their ancestors, 

Ji Feng was sure to make them all explain. 

“Right, Uncle Zheng, do you know what that Chang Chongwei is?” Ji Feng asked again. 

“Chang Chongwei?” Zheng Yuanshan was slightly stunned, and then said, “Oh, you’re talking about …… 

right now the clues haven’t pointed to Chang Chongwei, so we haven’t made contact with him yet, when 

the case trial goes a bit deeper, maybe we’ll have some contact with him!” 

“Just will have contact with him?!” Ji Feng’s brow furrowed as soon as he heard that, “Uncle Zheng, I 

suspect that this Chang Chongwei has nothing to do with what happened today, moreover, he is most 

likely the mastermind behind this matter, this matter has to find a breakthrough from those two guys 

with guns, as well as that Peng, we have to find out clearly!” 

“Little Feng, don’t worry yet, when the interrogation results come out, I will definitely inform you at the 

first opportunity.” Zheng Yuanshan said. 



It seemed that Zheng Yuanshan was not going to tell himself more details about what had happened, 

and, involving this Chang Chongwei, he had no intention to say more, Ji Feng simply did not ask, since it 

was difficult for Zheng Yuanshan to go this way, then he would go from another way! 
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“That’s all we can do, Uncle Zheng, it’s been hard on you.” Thinking about this, Ji Feng said politely. 

“This is also my duty, as it should be!” Zheng Yuansan laughed. 

“Well, that’s it then, I’ll have to trouble Uncle Zheng to keep me informed when there’s any news!” Ji 

Feng said. 

“No problem, don’t worry!” Zheng Yuanshan said with a smile. 

Since he didn’t get the news he wanted from Zheng Yuanshan, it was useless to talk any more. 

After closing the line, Ji Feng casually threw the phone onto the table, he took a deep breath and rubbed 

the corners of his eyes, but there was a chill in his eyes. 

“Zheng Yuanshan is under pressure from a certain side!” Ji Feng shook his head slightly and couldn’t 

help but hum, “It’s definitely not just pressure from this side of Second Uncle on him, there are others 

who have intervened!” 

“Three consecutive sets of people attacking and killing one after another, would I swallow this?!” Ji Feng 

sneered, “No matter who intervenes, as long as you dare to reach out, I dare to chop your claws off!” 

…… 

At the same time, Zheng Yuanshan on the other side, after finishing his call with Ji Feng, dialed the 

phone number of Ji Zhenguo, the secretary of the municipal party committee. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

If this matter is not handled properly, I am afraid that Ji Feng will keep him in his heart, which will 

become a knot in Ji Feng’s heart. Even, in the future, it will even become a cause for Ji Feng to lay hands 

on him, Ji Feng is not a soft-handed person, even the Wu family has fallen in his hands, Zheng Yuanshan 

is very clear. 

Therefore, Zheng Yuanshan had to report to Ji Zhenguo in a timely manner, and if there was any 

problem, it was better for Ji Zhenguo to explain in it. 

“Hello, secretary, this is Yuanshan ……” As soon as he got on the phone, Zheng Yuanshan quickly detailed 

what he had just talked to Ji Feng about, “Secretary, I’m worried that Ji Feng’s side won’t give up on this, 

don’t make any more What a mess!” 

“Well, that’s a problem!” Speaking of this nephew, Ji Zhenguo was both proud and somewhat helpless. 

Perhaps it was because this boy had lived in poverty since he was a child, thus nurturing his stubborn 

and patient character, but the more such a person was, the more he had a bottom line, and once he was 

really offended, then the anger and energy he would explode would definitely make someone look at 

him with astonishment! 



However, thinking about the fact that this matter might be linked to certain people, even with Ji 

Zhenguo’s wisdom, he couldn’t help but shake his head a little, if this matter was not handled properly, 

that brat Ji Feng might really explode. 

“Old Zheng, then how about this, I’ll make a phone call to Little Feng later to explain.” Ji Zhenguo 

pondered for a moment before saying, “Your side of the case, you can’t relax either, you have to 

investigate all of it as soon as possible, no matter who is involved and what background they have, find 

out first!” 

“Yes, I understand.” Zheng Yuanshan heard that Ji Zhenguo was going to personally call Ji Feng, and he 

couldn’t help but let out a sigh of relief. 

…… 

“People from the special department ……” 

Sitting in the study, Ji Feng couldn’t help but sneer, “What special department is it anyway?” 

In fact, what Zheng Yuanshan said about people from the special department, Ji Feng still believed, he 

had dealt with those two guys, the style of those two, as well as their kind of unsmiling clean hands 

habits, that must have been cultivated after a long period of special training, such people, indeed very 

likely to be people from the special department! 

At this point, he had already guessed before, and this call from Zheng Yuanshan only confirmed part of 

his guess. 

In fact, for Zheng Yuanshan to call this number for an explanation, Ji Feng was not too depressed or 

angry. 

After all, everyone has their own difficulties, Zheng Yuanshan is the deputy director of Jiangzhou 

Municipal Bureau, not his Ji Feng’s men, in many things will certainly not strictly follow Ji Feng’s 

instructions to do, then this Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau will also become his Ji Feng open, not to 

mention Zheng Yuanshan certainly will not do so, even if the second uncle Ji Zhenguo knows, is 

absolutely not allowed. 

The second uncle can go to this point, sitting in this position, although it can not be said to be absolutely 

single-minded for the public, but, his perspective and ideas, and those cadres below, there is a big 

difference. 

Besides, the Ji family now lacks almost everything and has a different vision, so the methods and means 

of doing things are also very different. 

But in this way, Ji Feng became even more aware that he needed a force of his own! 

Slightly shaking his head, Ji Feng couldn’t help but let out a laugh: “Thinking far ahead ……” 

His thoughts still returned to the groups of people who had attacked him, and now it seemed that there 

were several issues that needed to be summarized, all of which were facing him at the moment. 



“First point, those two people from the special department, what exactly are their origins, and why did 

they attack themselves and Zhang Lei!” Ji Feng wrote down the word ‘special’ on the paper and 

whispered to himself, “You guys, what exactly are you doing?” 

In fact, Ji Feng wasn’t too worried about people from the special department wanting to move himself, 

strictly speaking, he hadn’t done anything that would make people angry in heaven. Apart from 

occasionally beating up a few things that didn’t look good, he really hadn’t done anything bad. 

So the key question was, who was the person behind the two guys in these two special departments, 

and that was the most important thing! 

If they are able to mobilize people from such special departments, then the other party is obviously not 

an ordinary person! 

This was what Ji Feng attached the most importance to! 

In addition, the guy called Chang Chongwei was also a person that Ji Feng attached great importance to. 

Ji Feng had always suspected that both the guy called Peng and the two people from the special 

department should have a very close connection with this Chang Chongwei, and there must be a 

relationship between Chang Chongwei and the people he met at the entrance of the playground this 

afternoon. 

It is even very likely that those people were sent by Chang Chongwei. 

Although Ji Feng had never seen the shadow of Chang Chongwei from the beginning to the end, he just 

had this feeling, and he was even sure of it! 

It was just that no evidence had been found yet. 

“Phew~~~!” 

Ji Feng let out a long breath, and then, he wrote down Zheng Haoyu’s name on the paper again. 

“This Zheng Haoyu, who is he working for again?” Ji Feng frowned slightly and pondered, “This guy, no 

different from a dog, even, to say he was a dog was an insult to the name dog, just such a thing that was 

even worse than a dog, he actually brought a bunch of elite men with him, those people, who deployed 

them to him?” 

This was another question. 

Afterwards, Ji Feng wrote down the words ‘Mystery Man’ once again. 

This was the name he had given to the last group of people who had attacked and killed him. It was 

because he hadn’t even seen the other party’s face that he called them mysterious people. 

This last group of people was the most bizarre, but also the most powerful. 

They had many weapons such as sniper rifles and pistols, and strong snipers, and men who were brave 

enough to …… all these conditions were enough to make any power pay attention to them. 

And in Ji Feng’s heart, the same is also most interested in this third group of people. This group of 

people, definitely worth paying attention to! 



“Just how many people have I offended!” Thinking about the headache, Ji Feng couldn’t even help but 

shake his head and laugh. 

“Ding ……” 

The phone suddenly rang again, Ji Feng shook his head and casually picked up the phone, only to find 

that it was Second Uncle’s personal mobile phone number, he was slightly stunned and immediately 

picked up the phone. 

“Hello, Second Uncle!” 

“Little Feng, you kid must be cursing Zheng Yuanshan in your heart right now, right?” As soon as he 

picked up the phone, Ji Zhenguo’s voice came over and he said with a smile. 

“…… How could that be!” Ji Feng laughed, “I understand his difficulties.” 

Ji Feng secretly said, it must have been Zheng Yuanshan who had called himself and then reported to 

second uncle, otherwise, second uncle would definitely not have said that. 

This Zheng Yuanshan was really one of Second Uncle’s right-hand men! 

“Well, you are right to think like that, after all, Director Zheng is the director of the municipal bureau, 

although you are my nephew, but everything must follow the rules as much as possible, usually do not 

pay attention, once in a while break the rules, over time, will develop the habit of not following the 

rules! Sooner or later, one day, you will fall on your face on this!” Ji Zhenguo said. 

Ji Feng listened quietly and nodded slightly, what Second Uncle said made sense, in fact he really didn’t 

blame Zheng Yuanshan, he had his own ideas while he had his intentions, there was only a conflict 

between the two because of their positions, but that was no reason to blame the other party. 

Since Zheng Yuanshan was so principled, then Ji Feng naturally couldn’t make things difficult for him, big 

deal, just form a footprint battle team! 

“Little Feng, I heard what Chief Zheng said today.” Ji Zhenguo’s voice came over again, “I will follow up 

on this matter, however, you should also pay attention to safety in general.” 

“Second Uncle!” 

Ji Feng’s voice snapped up a bit as he said, “I want to know exactly who all the people who attacked me 

today are, and also, what is the origin of that Chang Chongwei, and so on …… but anyone who is related 

to today’s incident, I want to know clearly.” 

“Little Feng, all these things, second uncle will help you deal with them!” Ji Zhenguo said, “Your task 

now, is to study hard ……” 

“There’s a problem?” Ji Feng directly interrupted his second uncle, since returning to the family, this was 

the first time he interrupted his elders, “Second uncle, I must know that if I didn’t know kung fu today, 

the person you are talking to now would be a corpse! I will never rest until the person behind the 

curtain is found out!” 

“You brat ……” Ji Zhenguo was interrupted by Ji Feng so unreasonably, but he was not angry. 



Because he knew very well that if it wasn’t because Ji Feng was really angry, he would never have done 

that. From this, it could also be seen just how much fire this kid was holding in his heart. 

However, the more Ji Feng was so furious, the more Ji Zhenguo still could not let him interfere in this 

matter. 

“Little Feng, when did you kid learn to be so belligerent?” Ji Zhenguo laughed, “Brat, I am your second 

uncle, how could I let you suffer, this matter, I will take care of it!” 
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“Little Feng, when did you brat learn to be so belligerent?” Ji Zhenguo laughed, “Brat, I am your second 

uncle, how could I possibly let you suffer, this matter, I will take care of it!” 

“Second uncle, I just want to know who is involved in this matter, I’m being bullied by others to my 

doorstep, I can’t even let me know who the other party is, right?” As Ji Feng spoke, the fire in his heart 

couldn’t help but bubble up, and his voice was getting louder and louder, “Second Uncle, if the other 

party really has a big background, then I can put up with this matter, but, no matter what, it’s not too 

much to let me know who did it, right?!” 

He took a deep breath and tried to calm himself down, but once he remembered what he had 

encountered this afternoon, his fire could not be suppressed, it was rising up. 

Ji Zhenguo listened with a straight frown and scolded with a smile, “Brat, when did you learn to be so 

grumpy …… your request is not too much, let’s do it this way, after the city bureau side investigates it 

clearly, it will give you an explanation, just don’t worry.” 

“…… Okay then.” Ji Feng could only nod his head and agreed. 

“But I have to tell you something ugly in advance, Little Feng, this case is very complicated, I believe you 

have noticed it yourself.” Ji Zhenguo’s voice became solemn, “So before the case is thoroughly 

investigated, you absolutely must not act recklessly, as long as this matter is involved, you must first 

learn to be patient, otherwise, it might be bad, got it?” 

“Okay, Second Uncle, I will try to be patient!” Ji Feng said. 

“It’s not that you have to try to be patient, but you have to be patient!” Ji Zhenguo said solemnly, “If you 

mess up and do bad things, see how I will clean you up!” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows, he would do bad things himself? 

As soon as he heard this, he understood that it was likely that second uncle knew something, like the 

fact that both he and Zheng Yuanshan did not say anything about Chang Chongwei, like the fact that 

they both attached great importance to this case and treated it in a very cautious manner …… and so on. 

In between, what is going on? 

“I can only promise to be as patient as possible, second uncle you also know, when people get angry, I 

can’t even guarantee what they will do myself, you think so?” Ji Feng said. 



“Kid, you should not ambush me either, I know your temper, if you have the chance, you will definitely 

retaliate!” Ji Zhenguo said, “But I have to remind you, behind this matter, it is likely that several forces 

are involved, if you do it without checking it out, it is likely that you will fall into someone else’s trap, 

and then our whole family will be in a passive position, do you understand?” 

“Still, as long as I can endure it, I will endure it!” Ji Feng said. 

“That’s good, don’t worry, I won’t watch my nephew suffer!” Ji Zhenguo said. 

“Mm! I know second uncle loves me, huh ……” Ji Feng said with a smile, “I will try to endure it! But if I 

can’t bear it, I definitely won’t bear it either!” 

“No, you brat ……” 

Before Ji Zhenguo could finish his words, they came to an abrupt halt, and suddenly there was no sound 

at all on the phone. 

“Hmm?!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but be slightly stunned, “Hey, hey hey?” 

He turned his head with the phone and was stunned, as it turned out, the phone actually ran out of 

battery! 

“That’s good!” 

Ji Feng threw the phone on the table, with both hands, Uncle Er was saying this this phone ran out of 

battery, in Uncle Er’s opinion, it must be because he said those words he didn’t like to hear, so he 

directly hung up his phone. 

“When is it bad to run out of power, it has to be this time!” Ji Feng slapped his head and hurriedly got up 

to look for the charger. 

However, at the same time, in the Jiangzhou Municipal Committee’s family compound, Ji Zhenguo 

looked at the phone that was coming out with a busy tone with a stunned face, and couldn’t help but 

have an odd look on his face. 

“This brat …… he actually hung up on me?!” Ji Zhenguo is really angry and funny, angry because this kid 

is really too untidy, funny because Ji Feng seems usually very stable and very smart, but still so childish, 

a bad word, and then directly hang up the phone, this is not only a child will do things! 

“Forget it!” 

He understood the annoyance in Ji Feng’s heart, being chased for no reason and almost getting killed, 

this is an extremely annoying thing for anyone, let alone Ji Feng’s foul temper! 

Thinking of this, Ji Zhenguo’s face couldn’t help but sink as he coldly snorted, “Touching my Ji family’s 

children, once is enough, this successive ones, really want my elder brother to be extinct?!” 

He put the phone down heavily, a cold light in his eyes: “My nephew, Ji Zhenguo, won’t be bullied by 

others like this! He can’t fight you guys, and his uncle!” 

Then, he immediately picked up the phone again and dialed his elder brother Ji Zhenhua’s number, who 

was far away in Yanjing. This matter naturally could not be left like this, but the most important thing 



now was not revenge, Zheng Yuanshan was already investigating this matter, so the most important 

thing for Ji Zhenguo to do was to first persuade that brat Ji Feng not to be impulsive and reckless! 

“Zhen Guo ……” Ji Zhenhua’s voice came over. 

“Big brother, there’s something I need to talk to you about!” Ji Zhenguo got straight to the point, “Today 

Xiao Feng met something ……” 

…… 

“On a call?” Ji Feng put down his phone and shook his head slightly. 

When he noticed that his phone was out of battery, he immediately went downstairs to get the charger, 

and after returning to his study, he immediately plugged it in and called his second uncle Ji Zhenguo 

again, ready to explain. 

However, he did not expect that the phone of his second uncle was already occupied. 

Ji Feng then planned to call Second Uncle again after a while, and right now, he wanted to contact Xiang 

Yongzhan. 

Although both Second Uncle and Zheng Yuanshan told him not to rush and to wait until the matter was 

clearly investigated before making plans, Ji Feng did not want to continue waiting. 

At least, whether he wanted to make a move or not, he had to know the results of the investigation first, 

right? 

And now, Ji Feng just wanted to know the results they got from the investigation first, otherwise, he was 

worried that there would be people who would play tricks from the middle, so that he wouldn’t get the 

truest information. 

Imagine, certain people can even exert pressure on Zheng Yuanshan, the deputy director of the 

Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau, so the magnitude of the other party’s energy can be imagined. Under such 

circumstances, no matter what happens Ji Feng will not find it strange, even so, maybe the other party 

will directly influence some forces in the military and thus Xiang Yongzhan. 

After all, at the end of the day, Zheng Yuanshan has his principles, and Xiang Yongzhan likewise has his 

principles. Besides, although Ji Feng and Xiang Yongzhan are friends, Xiang Yongzhan is not one of his 

men after all! 

So it wasn’t that Ji Feng couldn’t trust them, but he wanted to get ahead of some people and get first-

hand information. 

However, to Ji Feng’s surprise, Xiang Yongzhan’s phone was actually not working! 

“This kid ……” Ji Feng instantly frowned, “What is this, avoiding me? Or is he inconvenient to turn on his 

phone?” 

“When you see the text message, contact me immediately, Ji Feng!” Ji Feng quickly composed such a 

text message, and then sent it to Xiang Yongzhan. 

“Phew~~!” 



Ji Feng leaned back in his chair and couldn’t help but let out a long breath, what happened today was 

too much, originally, he took that little girl Yao Yao to the amusement park to play, it was a happy thing. 

If Ji Feng hadn’t taken precautions and kept an extra eye on him, he might have had a few more holes in 

his body, or even a hornet’s nest from the bullets! 

No one would be in too pleasant a mood if they were stumped by such a thing. 

“Ding ……” 

Ji Feng was resting his eyes when the phone suddenly rang again, he casually picked up the phone and 

picked it up, “Hey, second uncle, I was just ……” 

“What happened to you just now?” Another man’s voice suddenly came over the phone. 

Ji Feng was slightly stunned: “Dad?” 

“Kid, you’re in trouble again today!” Ji Zhenhua’s voice on the phone seemed relaxed. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh: “Dad, why do I hear that you’re not worried at all that I’m in trouble?” 

“Your second uncle has already told me, young people, it’s good to encounter storms!” Ji Zhenhua 

laughed, “Tomorrow there will be two little guys going to your side, let them protect you!” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Protect me? No need, right?” 

“How come you don’t need it? Do you want to experience something like what happened today again!” 

Ji Zhenhua said, “Little Feng, I know your kung fu is good, but don’t forget, two fists can’t beat four 

hands, protect yourself before you can do what you want to do!” 

Ji Feng smiled, “Dad, today is just a special situation, I just need to know who exactly is attacking me, the 

rest, I will handle it myself!” 

“You shouldn’t do anything now, wait for the two people I sent over!” Ji Zhenhua said directly. 

Ji Feng was then helpless, he knew that it must be because Second Uncle felt that he had hung up on 

him, so he had called his father to dissuade himself. 

Seeing that Ji Feng no longer spoke, Ji Zhenhua then said, “Plan everything before you move, especially 

when the situation is unclear, there is certainly no harm in doing so, remember?” 

“…… I’ll try it!” Ji Feng said. 

“Well, this is good, by the way, this matter your mother does not know yet, you should not tell her, save 

her worry again!” Ji Zhenhua admonished, “If anything happens, contact me directly, I won’t stand by 

and watch others bully you!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, “I know, Dad!” 

Afterwards, father and son spoke briefly again, and Ji Zhenhua asked about Ji Feng’s recent life and 

studies, and then ended the call. 

By this time, Ji Feng’s phone was all beaten up a bit, and he placed it on the table to charge it. 



“Phew~” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laughed bitterly, “All come to dissuade …… No, being bullied 

into the head and still indifferent, I can’t do it, must continue to check!” 
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After his father, Ji Zhenhua, his second uncle, Ji Zhenguo, and the deputy director of the municipal 

bureau, Zheng Yuanshan, called respectively, Ji Feng’s ears finally cleared a bit. 

But he didn’t feel the slightest bit relieved, he just sat on the chair in his study, closed his eyes and 

pondered. 

The attack and killing happened too suddenly, and the opponent’s actions were so clean that basically 

no useful evidence was left behind, so Ji Feng couldn’t think of anything at all for a while. 

The only one he knew, Zheng Haoyu, was still silenced by a bullet to the head! 

Ji Feng sent a message to Xiang Yongzhan, but received no reply, nor did he receive a phone call from 

Xiang Yongzhan. Naturally, there was no need to expect much from Zheng Yuanshan’s side, with the 

instructions from his second uncle and the pressure from certain parties, I was afraid that it would be 

difficult to get real information on his own. 

This made Ji Feng very helpless. 

Yet, more than anything, he was still unwilling. 

Just to be attacked and killed, to be forced to roll around in the grass in such a mess, only to have things 

come out and have nothing to do with himself instead? 

Ji Feng felt that he had to do something. 

His hands were wrapped around his arms, and his fingers were tapping his arms one by one. If someone 

who was familiar with Ji Feng saw it, they would definitely know that Ji Feng was deliberating on certain 

things, which was a habit of his. 

“Pop!” 

After thinking for a long time, Ji Feng snapped his fingers and a chill flashed in his eyes. 

And then, he directly stood up from his chair, took his own phone, put on the charger, turned around 

and went out of the study and went downstairs. 

Now that it was late in the day, nothing could be done. 

However, from tomorrow onwards, Ji Feng is going to do what he wants. Being bullied so much, not only 

can he not retaliate, but he has to put up with it, Ji Feng is not that good-tempered! 

Since someone is trying to deal with himself by all means, then he will give him a tit for tat. 

So, let’s start with Chang Chongwei! 



Since everyone had started not to follow the usual rules, Ji Feng had nothing to worry about. In terms of 

making underhanded moves and playing tricks, Ji Feng might not be an outstanding conspirator, but 

when it comes to bogeying, backstabbing, sneak attacks, assassinations and the like, he was an expert in 

this area! 

“Bastard, just you wait!” Ji Feng coldly snorted. 

After returning to the bedroom, Ji Feng’s face had regained its calmness. No matter how aggravated or 

painful a man was in his heart, as long as he could resist, he shouldn’t let his woman be bothered along 

with him. 

Besides, Xiao Yuxuan had already guessed that Ji Feng should have encountered something, and at this 

time, Ji Feng naturally would not go to give her more trouble! 

So lying on the bed, the two of them talked and laughed for a while before they started practicing 

aerobics. 

No matter what you do, what you need is persistence, and perseverance is the most valuable thing, so is 

practicing gymnastics. 

If you can’t stick to it, even if you work hard every time you practice, the end result is still not as good as 

the ones who keep practicing for a while every day, even if the latter are superficial, but as long as you 

stick to it every day, you will make progress every day. 

…… 

The night, gradually thickening, despite the fact that it is now the end of summer, but the hot weather 

still makes the entire Jiangzhou into a city that never sleeps. 

The only unfortunate thing is that the air is so polluted that the stars have not been visible in Jiangzhou 

for many years, and there is no longer the beautiful star-filled sky that there used to be. 

And in the bedroom with the curtains drawn, there was likewise not even any light left, with only a few 

tiny rays of light shining in through the gaps in the curtains, giving a faint glow to the dark bedroom. 

At this moment, Xiao Yuxuan had long since entered the land of dreams. 

Ji Feng, however, still had his eyes open and had no intention of sleeping at all. 

In his haunted son, he was contemplating what exactly he should do tomorrow, especially because the 

incident of being attacked and killed during the day had given Ji Feng a great stimulus, and he was 

determined to form a war team, and as for the leader, naturally he could not use Zhang Lei, and the 

choice of this leader was also one of the issues Ji Feng was thinking about. 

But after a long time of consideration, Ji Feng still didn’t have much of a clue. 

Yi Xingchen, Guo Tao, Liu Zejun, as well as White Spider, Little Shadow and Han Zhen, etc. …… 

All of these names flashed through Ji Feng’s mind one by one, but in the end, he secretly shook his head 

and dismissed his proposal himself. 



Not to mention other things, first of all, in terms of combat power, Yi Xingchen is somewhat 

substandard. 

Even though Yi Xingchen had also started practicing bodybuilding exercises, however, the time he had 

practiced was too short and his battle strength was not enough. 

Guo Tao and Liu Zejun, on the other hand, likewise had such shortcomings. 

As for the two girls, Xiao Ying and Han Zhen, they were girls. It was not that Ji Feng was patriarchal, nor 

was it that he looked down on women, but when it came to something like forming a battle team, girls 

could not take it on. Especially Han Zhen and Xiao Ying, the two women have never experienced such a 

thing before. 

Of course, Ji Feng had powerful candidates around him, there were also people like Du Shaofeng and 

Wang Hu, but these people were not even to be considered, what Ji Feng wanted, was someone who 

could lead the battle team, it couldn’t just be a matter of having great hands. 

It’s not just about being good at fighting, it’s about being smart, it’s about having a sharp eye, and it’s 

about absolute loyalty. 

It is not easy to find such a person! 

The white spider, in terms of combat power and experience, can barely meet Ji Feng’s requirements, 

which is considered to be a general within a cripple. 

But …… 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good deal on a lot of things. 

In one simple sentence: Ji Feng could not fully trust the White Spider 100%! 

Therefore, in the end, even a candidate as barely and then barely qualified as the white spider was ruled 

out by Ji Feng. 

…… has no manpower! 

This is the dilemma that Ji Feng is currently facing. 

The original just Tengfei Group lack of management personnel and technical personnel, that are 

relatively easy to do, the big deal can be from the community to recruit well, of course, later or directly 

from the Rongpeng Group introduced a large number of talents, the problem was solved. 

However, what is lacking now is a commander-in-chief type of talent who can lead a war team, which is 

not good. 

Ji Feng let out a soft sigh between his nostrils, shook his head slightly, and secretly said, “It seems that 

we can only transfer Yi Xingchen out of the Tengfei Pharmaceutical Factory first, and concentrate on his 

strict training first, so that he can meet the requirements with the fastest speed and become a most 

excellent commander-in-chief, and then take charge of the entire battle team!” 



Ji Feng turned his head to look at Xiao Yuxuan who was making even breathing sounds, he smiled 

slightly and secretly clenched his fist, even if it was for the sake of the people around him, this battle 

team had to be set up as soon as possible. 

The more he thought about it, the more Ji Feng couldn’t sleep, and in the end he simply got out of bed 

gently, wearing slippers and his pajamas, and went out of the bedroom and directly to the courtyard. 

“Pop!” 

Ji Feng lit a cigarette and took a beautiful drag, feeling the gusts of breeze and listening to the sound of 

insects and mosquitoes flying and buzzing in the courtyard, his whole being calmed down. 

With one hand resting on the elbow of the other, he smoked as he just strolled leisurely around the 

courtyard. 

But in reality, at this moment, he was still thinking about forming a war party. 

“Hmm?!” 

Suddenly, Ji Feng’s gaze stared, and he suddenly noticed that there were actually some gaps in the 

courtyard’s gate! 

…… Of course, even if a gate is closed tightly, there will always be a bit of a gap, after all, this is not the 

gate of a vault. But the point is, the gates of this courtyard are staggered from front to back! 

  

From his angle, he could just see some of the situation outside the courtyard. 

Ji Feng found that outside the courtyard, a figure was walking around the courtyard at an even speed 

and stopping from time to time …… 

“So it’s White Spider, she’s checking the guard device!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but breathe a sigh of relief. 

Originally, when Ji Feng saw that White Spider was moving the guard device, his heart was still violently 

tightened, but after looking at it for a while, he nodded in satisfaction. 

Even though it was now in the dark, it could not affect Ji Feng’s vision at all, and he could clearly see that 

White Spider was following each guard device, checking it carefully, and for some problems, she would 

simply adjust it. 

Ji Feng let go of his hand and his whole body landed silently, but there was a look of satisfaction in his 

eyes. 

The performance of the white spider was really good. 

The fact that he was still checking the guard device at such a late hour was enough to show that White 

Spider, the guard, was very competent! 

The last trace of doubt that Ji Feng had in his heart towards the white spider had once again dissipated, 

and now there was only the last bit left. 



This could not be helped, Ji Feng had to thoroughly find out if the white spider was related to the 

dynasty before he could rest assured. Because he had Xiao Yuxuan, Tong Lei, and many others by his 

side, he had to think about their safety. 

In fact, things in the world are often like this, trust is something that is easy to lose, you just need to do 

one thing that breaks your trust and then the thing will cease to exist. 

But if you want to build trust, it can take a lifetime! 

“Squeak-” 

Ji Feng was thinking when the door was pushed open and the white spider walked in. 

Miso! 

As soon as she saw Ji Feng standing in the courtyard, White Spider was startled and a dagger with a cold 

flash instantly appeared in her hand, but when she saw clearly that the person standing in the courtyard 

was Ji Feng, she was stunned again. 

“Young Ji, it’s so late, why are you still awake?” White Spider quickly locked the gate behind her and 

then walked over. 

Ji Feng, however, did not answer her, but stared straight into Bai Spider’s beautiful eyes, all the time 

making Bai Spider look a little afraid to look at him, before he suddenly spoke. 

“White Spider, if I were to give you a task that means a lot to me, could I, without reservation, trust 

you?!” Ji Feng asked. 
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“White Spider, if I were to give you a task that means a lot to me, could I, without reservation, trust you? 

Ji Feng’s sudden question immediately stunned the unprepared White Spider, and she didn’t even react 

for a moment to what exactly Ji Feng was asking! 

A mission that meant a lot to Ji Feng? 

Could he trust himself without reservation? 

These two questions froze the white spider for a moment, and it was only after a while that the white 

spider digested the message that flowed from Ji Feng’s words. 

It turned out that Ji Feng had some major task to give himself to do. Moreover, the importance of this 

task speaks for itself, not only is it significant to Ji Feng, but, for Ji Feng to be able to give this task to 

himself, this is also a task that means a lot to him! 

But …… what exactly was the mission? 

The white spider knew very well that before Ji Feng could tell himself what the mission was, he had to 

get an answer from himself first, did he deserve his unreserved trust? 

White spider is silent, this question, she is really do not know how to answer Ji Feng. 



The trust is often mutual, and it’s not just a matter of saying that you can really trust each other. 

What is more important is whether Ji Feng really feels trust in her heart. If he still has doubts in his 

heart, then no matter what he says, the wisp in Ji Feng’s heart will not be dispelled. If you’ve got a lot of 

trust in yourself, then even if you’ve really done something out of the ordinary, Ji Feng will 

subconsciously find excuses for himself and excuse himself. 

To put it simply, this is whether or not a person subconsciously trusts the other person. 

It was considering these things that White Spider said softly, “In my case, I can live up to Ji Shao’s trust! I 

have no shame in asking for it!” 

“Is that so!” 

Ji Feng nodded indifferently and pondered for a moment before saying, “Then, if one day, you have the 

opportunity to deal with me, I mean, I have no ability to resist, and it would be easy for you to kill me or 

capture me alive, what would you do?!” 

“As long as Young Ji trusts, there will never be that day!” White Spider blurted out. 

“Really?!” Ji Feng stared at the white spider’s eyes and asked seriously. 

White Spider nodded seriously and said, “Really!” 

“Good, good!” Ji Feng saw sincerity in the eyes of the white spider, although there was a hint of other 

complexities, but Ji Feng could be sure that what the white spider said at this moment was absolutely 

genuine. 

This was enough, as long as he could be trusted, then the white spider would be able to take on the role 

of leader for the time being. 

However, Ji Feng still asked one more question, “White Spider, I know that with your skills and strength, 

it would be condescending for you to stay by my side as a small guard, if you had the chance, would you 

be willing to take charge of the team all the time?” 

“What?” White Spider was stunned. 

Ji Feng smiled, “Our manpower is too small, we can’t always be passive and beaten like this, so I’m going 

to let you form a …… security team and put you in charge, what do you think?” 

Ji Feng did not say form a war team, although in fact it was indeed a war team, but having White Spider 

as the leader was only a choice made out of desperation and was temporary. When the most suitable 

candidate was found later, there might be changes, so he came up with a temporary excuse. 

But now that he thought about it, it would be most appropriate for this battle team to be formed under 

the name of a security team. 

“Forming a security team!?” The white spider was slightly stunned. 

“That’s right!” Ji Feng nodded his head and said. 



“Then …… the role of this security team is ……” White Spider was a little hesitant, vaguely, she seemed to 

have sensed something. 

“Actually the role is very simple, think of every way to protect me, and the safety of these people 

around me, in addition, if the Tengfei Group has any problems that need help, we can also provide 

assistance.” Ji Feng simply said. 

Bai Spider then understood, she nodded slightly and said, “What young Ji means is that an armed force 

should be formed!” 

“Why would you think that?” Ji Feng asked with a smile, “I only intend to have this security team 

responsible for protecting the safety of those around me, not some armed force!” 

Since Ji Feng was the son of a worldly family, there was nothing wrong with getting a few more security 

guards to protect him, so why was White Spider certain that he was going to form an armed force? This 

made Ji Feng’s heart flinch and at the same time, he was also a bit curious. 

The white spider then pursed her lips and smiled lightly, but did not say anything. 

This woman, who was really astonishingly smart, had only said a couple of simple words, and Bai Spider 

could already guess his true purpose. 

Since we are all smart people, there is no need to say some things so clearly. 

Therefore, Ji Feng didn’t have any more nonsense, he just asked directly, “How about it, you think about 

it?” 

“Young Ji, you …… trust me?” White Spider asked hesitantly. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh, saying, “You shouldn’t ask me this question, instead 

you should ask yourself, because, just now you already answered it!” 

The white spider then understood that what Ji Feng was saying was that he had just asked himself if he 

would one day turn against him. 

As well as, whether he could trust himself without reservation! 

“If it’s difficult, think about it first, there’s no need to answer me in a hurry!” Seeing that White Spider 

was silent, Ji Feng smiled and said, “That’s it, it’s getting late, rest early.” 

Saying that, Ji Feng turned around and walked into the living room before quickly going upstairs to rest. 

Watching Ji Feng’s back disappear into the darkness, White Spider couldn’t help but be silent, her eyes 

had a hint of melancholy, as well as a little …… touched! 

“Trust me?” White Spider stood in the courtyard and murmured softly, “If you really trust me, how can I 

live up to ……” 

Can’t help but think of Ji Feng’s idea of forming an armed force again, the white spider couldn’t help but 

whisper, “Originally a human being, his own battle power is strong, nearly unmatched in the world, and 

now he’s going to form an armed force that belongs to you, so who else will be your opponent?” 



Although Ji Feng said it very easily, saying something about …… just forming a security team to protect 

himself, and the safety of those around him. But the white spider is able to understand the meaning 

outside of Ji Feng’s words, what exactly can give Ji Feng a threat, the opponent he has to deal with, 

which level should it be? 

Obviously, the one who was worthy of being Ji Feng’s opponent was definitely not an ordinary person. 

The armed force that will be formed, then, will not be any worse? Obviously, it would not be as simple 

as the ordinary security team that Ji Feng mentioned! 

It would be a wolf pack that was incomparably strong and had unparalleled combat power! 

At this moment, it was as if the white spider had already seen the heroic and majestic appearance of Ji 

Feng leading his powerful battle team to sweep away his opponents. 

Ji Feng, with his battle team, perhaps …… will look out of the world! 

“So, what can I do in this coming wave of the journey across the world? What should I choose?” The 

white spider fell into contemplation. 

After a long while, she checked the locks on the front door and the garage once again, and after that, 

she walked into the living room, entered her bedroom, and went to rest. 

…… 

After arranging some things, Ji Feng’s heart sort of settled down a bit, and in the second half of the 

night, he had a good sleep. 

The next morning, Ji Feng got up early and looked at Xiao Yuxuan who was still sleeping, he couldn’t help 

but shake his head and smile. 

And then, he first bought his breakfast out of habit and put it in a thermos bucket. After that, he went to 

the backyard of the villa and just stood under a tree in the yard, closed his eyes and pondered, with both 

hands gesturing slightly. 

He was recalling and summarising some moves. 

Ever since he had fought with Shen Wanzhen and several experts from the Tan family, Ji Feng had 

discovered that although he habitually killed with a single blow, many of the moves in the martial arts 

were very clever, and even a single set of strikes was very leisurely, but could force his opponent to be 

very confused and fumbling. 

For example, Ji Feng once fought with the old family head of the Tan family, and although that old man 

was fast, he was still a hair behind Ji Feng. 

But even so, if they were to fight hard, Ji Feng might not be able to beat the old man in a short time, 

especially since the old man was already old. 

If he had his current cultivation level at Ji Feng’s age, then Ji Feng could be sure that he would be the 

one to be defeated in the end! 



That kind of coherent attack, one move after another, was very effective and at the same time very 

harsh, with moves that stretched on and on, very scary. Ji Feng felt that this kind of move had its own 

specific merits and effects. 

If …… could combine this kind of attack with the kind of one-hit kill attack that Ji Feng had, Ji Feng felt 

that this should be promising! 

And right now, it was this combination that he was evolving. 

The encounters he had had in this recent period of time had given Ji Feng an even stronger thirst for 

great power, so he was trying hard to remember some of the moves that the old Tan family master had 

executed when he fought with him, hoping that he could learn them and put them to use. 

The actual fact is that you will be able to get to know the actual people that you’re going to be able to 

get to know. 

…… I’m afraid that the Tan family would never have thought that not only had they been kicked in the 

door by Ji Feng, but that they would end up having their moves stolen! 

It was really a loss of money and a loss of troops! 

Hoo~~Hoo~~! 

Ji Feng’s hands kept gesticulating and his speed gradually increased, to the end, there were even some 

faint air-breaking sounds, which showed how fast he was and how strong his power was! 
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Bang! 

Bang bang bang ……! 

Ji Feng’s fists kept hitting the big tree in front of him, and although the force he used was not too big, 

the force he used to hit the tree was not too small because of his speed. 

And his stances, from their original rudimentary nature, gradually blended together. 

He had found that combination of one hit and a coherent attack, and he was gradually getting more 

comfortable with his strikes. 

Only now, there were still many parts of him that he was not familiar with, so when he hit those moves, 

there would always be some stagnation and stumbling too, but it soon passed again. 

Gradually, Ji Feng felt that if he could become proficient at mastering the kind of coherent attacks of the 

Tan family, then he could have more options when fighting against his opponents, and, for those who 

were familiar with their own attacks, such attacks could have an unexpected effect. 

Through yesterday’s incident, Ji Feng was convinced that someone was definitely watching him closely, 

and although he didn’t know who it was yet, it was obvious that there were people who were very 

interested in his every move. 



Then, certain people were extremely familiar with Ji Feng’s attacking style, and some of his habits, that 

must also be extremely familiar. 

That’s why Ji Feng had to become stronger, to be innovative, so that his opponents couldn’t feel his 

pulse, so that they couldn’t find a way to deal with him! 

“Bang!” When Ji Feng smashed his last punch on the tree trunk, he was considered to have finished his 

morning workout. 

“Coming to exercise so early?” Xiao Yuxuan’s voice suddenly came from behind him, “You never used to 

work out this hard in the morning!” 

Ji Feng turned his head and looked at Xiao Yuxuan, who was dressed in a loose casual outfit, he couldn’t 

help but laugh, “It’s nothing, I just stole a bit of moves and wanted to practice to see if I could learn 

them.” 

“Alright, hurry over and have breakfast, everyone else is up.” Xiao Yuxuan said. 

The duo returned to the living room, Zhang Lei and Shen Jingyi and the others were already up, Shen 

Jingyi was working with White Spider and the others, setting the breakfast in the insulated bucket on the 

table. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but raise an eyebrow, White Spider had started doing this too? 

This was really out of his expectation. 

In the past, White Spider had at most mopped the floor and so on, but never touched anything in the 

kitchen, so today was a change. 

“Well, that’s a good sign!” Ji Feng secretly nodded his head. 

The fact that Bai Spider could start doing these things was proof that she had gradually identified with 

this family and was starting to gradually integrate into it. This also meant that she had started to see 

herself as a member of this family, not just a bodyguard. 

Ji Feng noticed that while the white spider was carrying the plates, a look of satisfaction flashed across 

Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face and she nodded her head unnoticeably. 

He then smiled, and that originally somewhat depressed mood was somewhat relieved. 

After finishing breakfast, Xiao Yuxuan planned to take Xiao Ying to the Tengfei Group, this woman was a 

good hand at housework at home and an equally capable hand in the company. 

Shen Jingyi took the initiative to take up the task of cleaning up the tableware, so Zhang Lei casually 

pulled over a chair and asked, “Crazy person, did you find out anything about yesterday’s incident? 

What’s the origin of those guys and why did they want to go after us?” 

As soon as this was mentioned, Ji Feng got a bit of a headache, he couldn’t help but shake his head 

slightly and sighed, “Nothing yet, the situation is more or less complicated.” 

“Haven’t found out yet?” 



Zhang Lei couldn’t help but say, “This police’s efficiency is too poor, right? Will there be any clues before 

this year?” 

“It’s useless for you to talk to me about this, it’s useless for us to be anxious, you’d better go to your 

uncle and ask him!” Ji Feng stretched his hands, “He should know something, but he didn’t tell me.” 

“There’s trouble?” 

Once Ji Feng said that, Zhang Lei understood and couldn’t help but ask with a frown. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Yeah, there’s a bit of trouble, what exactly is going on, I haven’t got a clear 

head yet.” 

“Then …… that guy called, what’s his name again, yes, Chang Chongwei, have you found out his identity 

yet?” Zhang Lei asked again. 

Ji Feng shook his head, “No!” 

“…… Shit! One question and three answers, so what do you know?” Zhang Lei was furious, “Crazy, don’t 

you forget how messed up we both were yesterday afternoon, should we just let it go?” 

Ji Feng spread his hands and said, “Then what else can we do?” 

“This guy messed up …… what’s this called!” Zhang Lei impatiently stood up at once, “I’ll go to the city 

bureau and talk to my second uncle!” 

After saying that, he was about to head out. 

The feeling of being pressed and beaten, Zhang Lei had experienced it a long time ago, he definitely did 

not want to just let it go for nothing, it would not work! 

“Ding ……” 

Just at this moment, the phone on the coffee table suddenly rang, it was Ji Feng’s phone, Xiao Yuxuan 

who was packing up the documents next to him casually picked up the phone and connected it. 

“Hello, who is it?” Xiao Yuxuan asked. 

“……” 

“What?!” The person on the phone didn’t know what to say, Xiao Yuxuan’s face suddenly changed, her 

eyebrows knitted, and she asked in a deep voice, “That’s right, I’m Xiao Yuxuan, and who are you, and 

how do you know my name?!” 

…… “And don’t you scare me, I’m not as timid as you think!” Xiao Yuxuan suddenly exploded as she 

angrily rebuked, “You also need to stop calling here to threaten, if you really had that ability and guts, 

you should not have called, but should have stood directly in front of my husband and competed with 

him face to face! Now that you’ve called, it only proves that you’re weak-minded and you don’t dare to 

face him face-to-face!” 

The faces of Ji Feng and Zhang Lei and the others changed, and they instantly realised that this was 

definitely not an ordinary call. 



“Embarrassed and angry?” Xiao Yuxuan sneered, “You’re pathetic even if you can’t be justified!” 

With that, Xiao Yuxuan was about to hang up the phone straight away. 

“Don’t hang up the phone, I’ll answer it!” Ji Feng hurriedly stopped her, walked over in two steps, picked 

up the phone, first covered the receiver and smiled, “You go ahead and get busy, it’s nothing, don’t 

worry!” 

He then turned to Little Shadow and said, “Little Shadow, please protect Yu Xuan, go upstairs to my 

room and take that gadget under the pillow with you, go!” 

“Yes!” Little Shadow immediately answered. 

“Ji Feng, this is a psycho calling, it’s boring, you’d better not talk to him.” Xiao Yuxuan, however, said. 

“It’s fine, there’s no harm in listening!” Ji Feng laughed. 

He then put the phone to his ear and asked indifferently, “This is Ji Feng, who is it?!” 

“Young Master Ji, we are talking once again!” A voice came from the phone, extremely cold, and it even 

sounded as if it was coming from that dark, sunless place, giving people a creepy feeling all of a sudden, 

and even their scalps were a little numb. 

It was that voice again! 

It was the voice that had called to threaten him in the first place, and according to Wang Xin’s scouting, 

the other party was within the boundary canopy area. 

Ji Feng’s face immediately sank and a cold light flashed in his eyes, but soon, he regained his composure 

and said with a smile, “Yeah, talking again, but it’s also been a long time since we’ve been in touch, it 

seems like dude you don’t miss me too much!” 

“Where, where, young Ji, I’m sad if you say that.” The voice on the other end of the phone also laughed 

twice, very hard to hear, I think his smile is no better, I’m afraid it’s only a little bit better than crying. 

“Okay, no more polite words, I still have things to do on my side.” Ji Feng said, “There are grandsons 

looking for death and committing cheapness, waiting for me to clean it up!” 

“……” A ragged breathing sound came from the other end of the phone, obviously the other party was 

choked by Ji Feng’s accusatory words, and only after a moment did he coldly snort, “Ji Feng, I heard that 

you were cleaned up yesterday afternoon? ” 

“You’re quite well-informed.” Ji Feng didn’t hide anything and frankly admitted it, “That’s right, I was 

almost cleaned up, but the other party’s luck was too bad, or maybe it was also my hard life, not only 

did they not clean me up, but they almost got cleaned up by me!” 

“Hmph ……” the person on the other end of the phone sneered, “That’s because they knew that you 

were my son’s target, and the one who would end up cleaning you up himself would definitely be my 

son!” 

“Aren’t you afraid that if your son comes, he’ll never be able to return?” Ji Feng asked smilingly, “I do 

remember that at first, your son seemed to have suffered a lot because of me, even though I don’t know 



who he is or have anything to do with me, but if what you say is true, I suggest that you’d better not let 

your son come to me, otherwise, you might have to collect his corpse for him!” 

“Ji Feng!” 

The person on the other end of the phone instantly roared, “Don’t you try to provoke me, it won’t do 

you any good!” 

“If you don’t call, how am I going to provoke you?” Ji Feng snorted, “You’re the one who’s being cheap 

and had to come looking for a scolding, do I have to be nice to you?!” 

“You ……” 

The man choked for a moment, and then, he laughed Jie Jie, “Good, good, Ji Feng, you will definitely pay 

the price, you ……” 

Pop! 

Ji Feng directly hung up the phone and hummed, “Too lazy to talk nonsense with you!” 

The reason why he spoke more with this unseen guy, that was because he wanted to get some 

information from him, but now it seemed that those people who attacked and killed him yesterday 

afternoon had nothing to do with this guy, since he got the information he wanted, it was natural that 

he didn’t need to say anything further. 

“Your son wants to clean me up?” 

Ji Feng coldly snorted, “I’m afraid he doesn’t have the ability to do that!” 

“Crazy, what’s going on?” Zhang Lei asked immediately when he saw that he had ended the call. 

“Nothing, just a nutcase!” Ji Feng shook his head and said again to a worried Xiao Yuxuan, “Yuxuan, 

don’t worry, go to work.” 

At this time, Xiao Ying had already come down from upstairs and gestured to Ji Feng, she got a pistol 

under Ji Feng’s pillow, which was the gadget Ji Feng was talking about. 

“Ji Feng, you must not be impulsive when things happen, understand?” Xiao Yuxuan admonished. 

“Don’t worry, I have a good idea!” Ji Feng nodded his head. 

And only then did Xiao Yuxuan take Little Shadow with her to the Tengfei Group, Zhang Lei also couldn’t 

sit still, he dropped a sentence: “I’ll go to the city bureau”, then, also took Shen Jingyi out with him. 

At this moment, only Ji Feng and White Spider were left at home. 

Chapter 1190 

Ji Feng was not in a hurry to go out, because strictly speaking, there was really nothing for him to do 

right now. 

There was still no clue about the investigation of the person behind the curtain, Zheng Yuanshan’s side 

could no longer be counted on, while Xiang Yongzhan could not be contacted yet, and Ji Feng had 



already sent him a message yesterday, so if Xiang Yongzhan saw it, he would definitely take the initiative 

to call. Now he has not contacted Ji Feng, which proves that Xiang Yongzhan is afraid that it is not 

convenient for him to contact the outside world yet. 

Then, in terms of scouting for information, there was nothing for Ji Feng to do. He didn’t have to go to 

the police station himself, directly snatch those few people who attacked him from the hands of the 

police and interrogate them himself, that wasn’t thinking, it was fooling around! 

Apart from Zheng Yuanshan and Xiang Yongzhan, there was nothing else Ji Feng could do, and the only 

thing he could do now was to wait. 

Apart from that, the school is still on summer vacation and it will be nearly half a month before school 

starts. On the company side, Ji Feng also does not want to go there much, as long as a few senior people 

know the relationship between him and the company, it is better not to let all the employees 

underneath see him often, otherwise, it will always be bad if there is a big fuss. 

After all, his status is there, if everyone knows that he and the Tengfei Group are actually one and the 

same, it naturally goes without saying how bad the impact will be. 

What’s the matter, the company run by the grandson of your Ji family, not only does it not comply with 

the regulations not to mention, but it is also run in such a prosperous manner and on such a large scale, 

what will those people think when the time comes, such a large company, this is how to get up? 

Obviously, it must be because Ji Feng used the authority of the elders in his family to use his public office 

for personal gain to make the Tengfei Group grow so well! 

There is no need to say much at all, as long as the people underneath that do not know the truth of it, 

but know Ji Feng’s identity, then they will definitely speculate like this. 

So, Ji Feng would rarely go to the Tengfei Group as long as he didn’t have to. 

The company, the school, can’t go, and he’s too lazy to go anywhere else, and he’s depressed in his 

heart, so how can he be in the mood to hang out somewhere else? 

With nothing else to do, Ji Feng could only move the recliner at home, go to the backyard under the big 

tree and sit down to cool off. 

Ji Feng picked up another book and read it. 

After the attack and killing incident yesterday afternoon, Ji Feng’s mood had been very bad, and 

although he didn’t show it, no matter who encountered such a thing, he would certainly not be in a 

good mood. 

Therefore, Ji Feng half lay down on the recliner and just read the book for a while before he was in no 

mood to read any further. 

He simply put the book over his face, listened to the birdsong and robin sounds that came from time to 

time around him, and began to close his eyes to recuperate. 

A short while later, the sound of rustling footsteps came from far and near. 



A fresh breeze, with a faint smell blew over, it was a very special smell, a little fragrant, but not perfume 

or flower fragrance either. 

Ji Feng knew that this was the white spider coming. 

And that faint fragrance is also the smell of the white spider’s body. 

Girls, well, even though White Spider never uses perfume, but as a girl, many times their habits will 

make them bring some smell with them …… 

“Ji Shao.” As expected, Bai Spider’s voice rang out from the side. 

Ji Feng took the book off his face, he narrowed his eyes, looked at Bai Spider and asked with a smile, 

“What’s wrong?” 

“That question you asked last night, I …… I have an accurate and certain answer.” The white spider said, 

“So, I’m here to answer you now!” 

“Oh?!” 

Ji Feng’s eyes widened at once, he came to his senses and sat up straight for a moment, “Figured it 

out?” 

“Yes!” White Spider nodded. 

“Then …… what did you think in the end?” Ji Feng asked. 

Without the slightest hesitation, White Spider said directly, “Young Ji, I have already thought about it, as 

your bodyguard, I have no reason to put your safety at risk, so even if I were to be ordered to form a 

security team, there must be a premise, that is, I must first ensure your safety!” 

“I don’t need protection!” 

Ji Feng smiled and immediately waved his hand, saying, “White Spider, you have to understand one 

thing, I am now asking you to form a security team, actually so that the security force can be stronger in 

the future and our safety can be more guaranteed. In the process of forming this team, there is nothing 

wrong with me taking a little risk myself, not to mention, how much do you think it would cost for 

someone to kill me?” 

“But ……” 

The white spider still wanted to speak, but was interrupted by Ji Feng. 

“Don’t but, just answer me with the simplest sentence, the task of being in charge of forming a security 

team, will you accept it, or not!” Ji Feng asked in a straightforward manner. 

“…… accept!” White Spider said. 

“That’s good.” Ji Feng instantly smiled, “White Spider, since you reason to undertake the task of forming 

a security team, let go of it, whatever you need, whatever conditions you have, you can put forward, as 

long as it is something I can do, I will definitely do my best to meet your requirements!” 

“I only have one request!” White Spider said. 



“What request?” Ji Feng asked. 

“It’s simple, when it comes to training, I hope that Ji Shao won’t interfere, and also, if Ji Shao needs to 

teach them skills, I also hope that Ji Shao can not hide them from me!” White Spider said. 

“This is certainly not a problem, the stronger this security team is, the happier I am instead, how could I 

possibly hide my selfishness!” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Then I have no other questions.” White Spider said. 

Looking at Bai Spider who was dressed casually but had a taut expression, Ji Feng couldn’t help but 

smile, “Well then, now that the terms have been agreed, I do have a few questions I want to ask you.” 

“Please speak, young Ji.” White Spider nodded and said. 

“The first question, since you have undertaken this task, where will the personnel come from?” Ji Feng 

asked. 

“The issue of personnel still requires the cooperation of Ji Shao.” Hearing Ji Feng’s question, the white 

spider didn’t panic in the slightest and seemed to have a plan in mind. Obviously, before coming to Ji 

Feng, White Spider must have made mental preparations and already had a draft in his belly as well. 

“Oh?!” Ji Feng was intrigued and asked with a smile, “How do you want me to cooperate with you?” 

“It’s very simple, ask Ji Shao to communicate with Captain Xiang, bring in some veterans from him, and 

Han Zhen, she must also know some female veterans, these people, are the best candidates to form a 

security team!” White Spider said, “What I need, is this kind of people!” 

“You’re planning to use ex-military to form a security team?” Ji Feng asked. 

“That’s right, these people have kung fu bases under their hands, on the one hand, they are easy to 

bring out and can form a strong fighting force as soon as possible, on the other hand, they are more 

stable and decent, they won’t be easily tempted `to do anything bad!” White Spider explained her idea, 

which was the reason why she intended to choose soldiers as the base of her security team. 

As soon as Ji Feng heard this, his brows furrowed tightly, and he shook his head slightly, feeling that 

something was very wrong. 

The white spider’s strengths should be in assassination and infiltration, not suitable for head-to-head 

combat, otherwise, it would be giving up one’s strengths. However, those soldiers are best suited for 

open and honest combat, even if there are some strange tactics, they are all within the scope of 

strategy, which does not match the style of the white spider at all. 

If you really want to form a security team, then these soldiers are indeed the right people. 

However, in fact, no matter whether it was White Spider or Ji Feng, they all knew very well in their 

hearts that the idea of forming a security team was only for some people to hear, what they were 

actually forming was a war team, a strong war team that could fight in the north and south, and could 

sweep the opponents away! 



In that case, it would be somewhat inappropriate to use the White Spider as the leader of these ex-

soldiers. 

Originally, according to Ji Feng’s idea, he wanted White Spider to form an incredibly tough battle team, 

and this battle team should be proficient in assassination, assault, infiltration and various other abilities 

that only assassins walking in the darkness of the night possessed. 

As for the kind of tough, hard hitting, almost special forces team, Ji Feng did need it, but he wouldn’t let 

the White Spider be the leader, that would be inappropriate, it would be a waste of the White Spider’s 

talent, and it would also be misleading those people underneath! 

But now, White Spider actually named the veteran, which made it a bit difficult for Ji Feng. 

“White Spider, then what ……” Ji Feng shook his head and weighed his words before asking, “Do you 

know what your strengths are?” 

“Strengths?” White Spider was slightly stunned. 

She looked herself up and down and shook her head lightly. In fact, apart from her long legs, White 

Spider really didn’t know what her strengths were, especially in front of Ji Feng, she originally thought 

that her strengths like assassination and sneaking would seem useless in front of Ji Feng. 

“White spider, your strength is that you have been an assassin and the head of the West Xia branch of 

the dynasty, you not only have your own ability to attack and kill, but also have the same ability to 

manage, this is your biggest capital!” Ji Feng said, “So, you should make use of your strengths as much as 

possible, especially some of the skills you had when you were an assassin, that’s the basis for you to 

settle down, do you understand?” 

“Ji Shao’s meaning ……” After listening to Ji Feng’s words, White Spider couldn’t help but be silent for a 

moment before asking hesitantly, “Is it that you want me to form a team similar to an assassin?!” 

“It’s a security team!” 

Ji Feng corrected the slur in Bai Spider’s words, “However, they must master the skills you know, do you 

…… understand?” 

The white spider then understood, Ji Feng this is determined to stir up the storm, Ji Feng actually want 

to personally set up a team of killers, just thinking about the consequences of that, one can not help but 

chill all over, his opponents, I’m afraid they will not be able to sleep! 

 


